eXact Clear Orthodontic Adhesive is a medium-high viscosity light cure adhesive. This innovative adhesive system can be used for metal, plastic or ceramic attachments and cures completely clear – making it an exceptional system for aesthetic brackets.

eXact Clear Orthodontic Adhesive has exceptional workability/tack properties to prevent bracket drift, produces little flash and is extremely easy to clean up.

Features

- Excellent tack properties to prevent bracket sliding
- Cures clear and produces little flash for minimal clean up
- Complete wetting of the bracket mesh and prepared tooth surface for a secure bond
- For use on metal or ceramic brackets

eXact Clear Light Cure Kit

151-270

Kit Contains:
- Light Cure Syringes, 4 g, 2 ea.
- Replacement Tips
- TPO® Blue Etchant Gel in Syringe, 5 cc
- Light Cure Sealant, 6 cc
- Disposable Brushes, 50 ea.
- Foam Pellets, 100 ea.
- Spatula, 1 ea.
- Work Pad, 50 sheets

Replacement Materials

151-271 Paste in Syringe, 4 g, 2 ea.
150-713 TPO Blue Etchant Gel in Syringe, 5 cc
151-272 Light Cure Sealant, 6 cc
150-704 Disposable Brushes, 50 ea.
150-705 Foam Pellets, 150 ea.
150-904 White Spatulas, 50 ea.
150-903 Work Pad, 50 sheets
100-620 Adhesive Mixing and Orientation Trays, 25 ea.

Find out more at tportho.com or call 800-348-8856
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CrossLink light cure band cement is available in no-mix, no-mess, single-use dispensing caplets. Disposable squeeze caplet has an angled, tapered stem for excellent control when dispensing paste. Simply cut the caplet tip and dispense cement into bands. For faster dispensing, the tip can be cut shorter to produce a larger diameter opening.

Fluoride ion releasing paste does not require sealant, and there is no rush to beat setting time. Complete cure is accomplished in 30 seconds. CrossLink provides excellent band retention.

CrossLink is available in a natural or blue color. Blue helps clinicians to see cement when cleaning excess flash after cementing bands.

### Natural Color Cement

**151-287**  
Large Patient Caplets, 12 caplets, 1.8 g (.063 oz.) each (4 molar bands)

**151-283**  
Small Patient Caplets, 30 caplets, .4 g (.014 oz.) each (1 molar band)

**151-280**  
CrossLink Kit – Natural, 24 g (.847 oz.) paste

### Blue Color Cement

**151-288**  
Large Patient Caplets, 12 caplets, 1.8 g (.063 oz.) each (4 molar bands)

**151-284**  
Small Patient Caplets, 30 caplets, .4 g (.014 oz.) each (1 molar band)

**151-285**  
CrossLink Kit – Blue, 24 g (.847 oz.) paste

### Replacement Materials

**151-281**  
Natural Paste in Syringe, 4 g (.141 oz.)

**151-286**  
Blue Paste in Syringe, 4 g (.141 oz.)

**150-904**  
White Spatulas, 50 ea.

### Single Patient Caplets

- No-mix, no-mess, single-use dispensing caplets
- Disposable squeeze caplet with angled, tapered stem for excellent control

### Preloaded Syringes

- No sealant required
- Complete cure in 30 seconds
- Excellent band retention
- Available in natural or blue

Find out more at [tportho.com](http://tportho.com) or call **800-348-8856**